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SUMMIT OVERVIEW
firms, international development agencies, real estate
developers , suppliers & construction companies, banks
& investment firms, professional associations as well as
sustainability professionals

T

he 2nd Ghana Green Building Summit
held on June 13, 2019 the Kempinski
Hotel, Gold Coast City
was a
resounding success and exceeded
expectations. Having created some
awareness from the maiden event
in 2017, this year’s Summit focused
on the three thematic areas of Alternative Material Use,
Green Finance Creation of Smart Sustainable Cities as
well as a presentation on rating and certification. This
year, IFC Edge Program joined as major partners and
provided the requisite support that saw the event grow
in size and assume an international profile with sponsors
and speakers from Zambia, South Africa, UK and Nigeria
taking part in the Summit.
This year’s edition witnessed a great deal of pre-summit
buzz in radio and TV interviews with the main driver being
a thought-leadership infomercial, ‘Green Building Minute’
on Joy FM. This was specifically created to promote the
Summit. Supported by social media promos and email
marketing, pre-registration was oversubscribed by over
200%, leading to us having to turn down a significant
number of interested delegates. This is something we will
definitely leverage on for the next summit. Our sponsors
and partners thus got significant value in media mileage
including over 8 hours of airtime across donor radio and
TV stations.
On Summit day, delegates totaled 155, prominent
amongst them, the Minister of Works and Housing,
Hon, Samuel Atta Akyea. Other key stakeholders
and representatives came from the ministries and
governmental agencies, architectural firms, engineering
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I opened the Summit by reiterating the need, more than
ever for this green conversation as well as the need to
evaluate Ghana’s green building needs to guide the
fashioning of local solutions in design, policy and finance.
Failure to make this concerted effort towards retrofitting
and new building codes will see construction have a
continual negative impact on the environment. Green
buildings I reckoned could no longer be considered a
luxury build, it has become a ‘must have’ and not a ‘nice
to have’. Having set the tone, nine (9) other presentations
as well as 2 panel discussions on alternative material use
and creation of smart sustainable cities followed.
Key takeaways from the discussions included the
recognition that creating greener cities is a multistakeholder endeavour, which requires various roleplayers such as government, the private sector and
the public to participate. The materials that are readily
available in Ghana should not be conceived as alternative
materials but rather our first point of call. Alternative
materials should rather be those imported from outside
national and continental borders.
Special thanks to all delegates and sponsors, in particular
the IFC EDGE Program for supporting and ensuring the
2nd Ghana Green Building Summit was a major success.
We intend to continue to forge strong alliances and
partnerships with regulators, policy makers, professional
bodies and suppliers to continue advocacy via our
thought-leadership platforms as well as capacity building
for key stakeholders within the green building space with
special emphasis on retrofitting and design.
Remember, green buildings are a ‘must have’. Let’s
continue to engage and converse till we reconvene.

Cyril Nii Ayitey Tetteh
Executive Director-Yecham Property Consult
Summit Organizer

OVERVIEW IN NUMBERS

155
Delegates
DELEGATES

144
Organisations
ORGANISATIONS
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11

Countries
COUNTRIES

Exhibitors
EXHIBITORS&&
Advertisers
ADVERTISERS

18
SPEAKERS
Speakers&
PANELISTS
& Panelist

SECTOR BREAKDOWN

13

8

MINISTRIES AND
GOVERNMENTAL
AGENCIES

SUSTAINABILITY
PROFESSIONALS
AND SUPPLIERS

16

ARCHITECHTURAL
FIRMS

37

9

REAL ESTATE
DEVELOPERS AND
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANIES

7

INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
AGENCIES

ENGINEERING
FIRMS

5

PROFESSIONAL
BODIES AND
ASSOCIATIONS
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PR & MEDIA ENGAGEMENTS
PRE-SUMMIT

4 Hours +
of radio
airtime

12,000 +
Newspaper
circulation/
reach

1.5 Hours +
of TV
airtime

Mainly pre-summit
Thought leadership
program –Green
Building Minute on Joy
FM - as well as
Interview on Starr FM

JoyNews
feature; GTV
Breakfast show
interview

5,400 +
Online
Impressions

2 B&FT press Ads
publications

Online Ads on
GhanaWeb and
Summit Newsletters
sent to Meqasa
database

35%
Open rate

Email Campaign to
20,000 + stakeholders

SUMMIT COVERAGE

10+

Media
houses

30+

On site
Journalists

2.5
Hours+

Radio & TV airtime
including Interviews
and news features

Media houses that covered include but not limited to:
Citi FM and Citi TV; Myjoyonline.com; Daily Graphic; Ghanaweb;
B&FT; GTV; Ghanaweb TV

Sample Media clippings
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8,000+

Online impressions
of news stories and
articles

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
THE ROLE OF THE MINISTRY IN PROMOTING ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL
USAGE - PRESENTED BY HON. SAMUEL ATTA AKYEA
“Moving goals from mind state to actualities”
“Urbanisation has overwhelmed the environment and violated its sanity, this makes the
green building concept very absent.”

T

he Minister of Works and Housing, honourable Samuel Atta Akyea prefaced his
address to the summit with a quote by the late Mother Theresa, “People are
often unreasonable, irrational, and self-centred. Forgive them anyway…The good
you do today, will often be forgotten. Do good anyway. Give the best you have,
and it will never be enough. Give your best anyway. In the final analysis, it is
between you and God. It was never between you and them anyway.” The relevance of this
quote for the minister was that even though the efforts made to create greener cities may
go unnoticed in the present and in the future, it is our duty to still create greener futures for
our descendants.

Hon. Samuel Atta Akyea

Minister of Works and Housing

The Minister painted
a daunting picture of
urbanisation and its
impact on Ghanaian
cities, stating that,
“urbanisation has
overwhelmed the
environment and
violated its sanity,
this makes the green
building concept very
absent.”

The Minister painted a daunting picture of urbanisation and its impact on Ghanaian cities,
stating that, “urbanisation has overwhelmed the environment and violated its sanity, this
makes the green building concept very absent.” There is a need for green construction in
cities in Ghana as it envisages a structure of processes that are environmentally sustainable
throughout the lifetime of a building. Our current taste for architecture and design is
damaging our local building and natural environment. The minister reminded the delegates
of the common objective of green building which is to simultaneously reduce the impact
of building on human health and the environment. How can this be done one may ask? The
answer is simple; by reducing waste, energy usage, pollution and environmental degradation.
The Minister presented the alarming reality that an amount of 40 million US dollars is spent
every month in order for electricity in Ghana to continue running. The very fact that we need
to have conversations about going green in a tropical country is disappointing considering
the abundance of natural and green resources available to Ghana and her people. Regarding
energy use, residential homes consume 51% of energy, while the industrial sector consumes
roughly 23%. This alarming misuse of energy resources is contributing to the lack of green in
Ghana.
As his presentation came to a close, the Minister made a pledge that sent waves of excitement
in the room full delegates and attendees. The Minister made a commitment that the state
would provide land and funding for spatial practitioners with groundbreaking and progressive
concepts that could promote sustainable and green building in Ghana, emphasising the use
of local building materials. Various attendees, from architects to developers, responded to the
call and made follow up commitments to present their ideas on green building.

Key Highlights
§§

Our current taste for architecture and design is damaging our local
building and natural environment.

§§

Green construction envisages a structure of processes that are
environmentally sustainable throughout the lifetime of a building.

§§

40 million US dollars is spent every month in order for electricity in Ghana
to continue running.

§§

Common objective of green building is to simultaneously reduce the
impact of building on human health and the environment.

§§

Sustainable cities and livelihoods can be achieved through reducing
waste, energy usage, pollution and environmental degradation.

§§

Minister committed to provide land and funding for practitioners with
groundbreaking concepts that could promote sustainable and green
building in Ghana, specifically locally sourced building materials.
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Gallery
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PARTNER PRESENTATION
HOW TO BUILD A BUSINESS CASE FOR GREEN
BUILDINGS WITH IFC’S EDGE - PRESENTED DENNIS
PAPA ODENYI QUANSAH
“EDGE an acronym for Excellence in Design for Greater Efficiency is
an innovative application developed by the International Finance
Corporation (IFC), a member of the World Bank Group to ensure
minimum 20% resource efficiency and lowered costs right from the
inception of design process of buildings”
Dennis Papa Odenyi Quansah
Program Lead, IFC EDGE, Ghana

EDGE is an innovative
assessment tool that assesses
viability of a green building
project at the early design
stage. EDGE offers options that
lead to an ideal set of technical
solutions that reduce energy
and water consumption by
calculating upfront costs and
potential operational savings.

D

ennis Papa Odenyi Quansah introduced summit delegates
to the EDGE App which he emphasized is part of a 4 part
strategy by the IFC to support greater investment in green
buildings. The strategy includes investment and advisory
for banks, investment and advisory for building Sector,
Green Building Codes and Incentives as well as EDGE certification.
EDGE is an innovative assessment tool that assesses viability of a green
building project at the early design stage. EDGE offers options that lead to an
ideal set of technical solutions that reduce energy and water consumption
by calculating upfront costs and potential operational savings.
The app is also designed to provide cost-effective options across different
sectors including new buildings, existing and refurbished buildings,
residential properties, hotels, serviced apartments, shopping malls,
offices, hospitals, preschools-universities, warehouses and light industrial
properties.
On completion, the building will need to be certified green. IFC EDGE works
with SGS, its verification and certification partner to undertake inspection
and certification
Once the process is complete, certification is awarded. This certificate can
be used to show lenders and investors the economic benefits of a project.
He reiterated that developers have access to this free app, achievable green
standards as well as a verified green label.
Through this app developers also have access to services that assist with
water conservation as well as efficiency. For each project the app calculates
the project’s costs, the required payback, as well as monitoring the impact
the project will have on the environment. Below is a table capturing a return
on investment (ROI) even at 20% resource efficiency.
RETURN ON INVESTMENT IN GHANA FOR 20% EFFICIENCY ACCORDING TO AN
EDGE APP DESKTOP STUDY
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Incremental Cost

Utility Savings /
month

Payback
Period in
Years

Homes

$250/unit

$20/unit

1

Hotels

$132,590

$43,290

0.3

Shopping
Centers

$140,900

$27,900

0.4

Offices

$40,815

$5,620

0.7

Schools

$19,000

$3,710

0.4

Hospitals

$83,420

$31,620

0.2

Light Industry

$173,580

$14,870

1

PARTNER PRESENTATION
EDGE CERTIFICATION PROCESS PRESENTED BY
BENJAMIN VAN DER AUWERA

T
Benjamin Van der Auwera
Regional Business Manager
Environmental, Health & Saftey
Division SGS

o promote EDGE, IFC is works in partnership with SGS, its
verification and certification partner. Benjamin Van der
Auwera, Regional Business Manager, Environmental, Health
and Safety Division, SGS continued the presentation where
Dennis Quansah, IFC EDGE Program Lead, left off. He reiterated
that on completion of green building, the next logical step is to certify the
building green. SGS audits, reviews and approves compliance documents
and then recommends certification.
SGS assists in the assessment of EDGE standards as defined by IFC, regarding
floor plans, design etc. The entire process cycle was presented by Benjamin
Van der Auwera, the regional Business Manager- Environment, Health and
Safety Division of SGS.
The cycle below provides an picture of the entire process

AUDITOR

CERTIFIER

Key Highlights – EDGE APP & CERTIFICATION
§§

The EDGE standard focuses on three categories to achieve
20% minimum resource efficiency. These are water,
material and energy

§§

Benefits for homebuyers and developers - include owered
building and maintenance costs as well as reduced utility
bills

§§

Benefit for governments -include reduced energy bills as
well as long term planning for resource efficiency

§§

Certification reduces reputational risk, satisfies
compliance criteria and communicates value to the buyer

§§

Benefit for banks – Lower investment risk with both
developers and home buyers

§§

Developers have access to free this software, achievable
standards and a verified green label.

§§

The certificate can be used to show lenders the economic
benefits of your project
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PRESENTATION
ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL USE: PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE PRESENTED BY AGNES OFOSU-APPIAH
“We need to look at what nature has already provided for us and incorporate those
resources into construction and design processes.”

A

gnes Ofosu-Appiah, a principal partner and COO of Archxenus, made a
presentation on the use of locally sourced material in Ghana and the rest
of the world. The summit attendees were taken on journey through time
looking across history through the metaphorical terms of ‘yesterday,’
‘today’ and ‘tomorrow.’

Agnes Ofosu Appiah
Principal Partner/COO of Archxenus

The notion of good
materials is null and void
if it is not accompanied by
good design. The marriage
of the two creates the
foundation for sustainable
building practices.

Yesterday (also known as the past), construction and design in the traditional context were
defined through locally sourced building material. The need to travel far distances over
land and sea was largely unnecessary, as the people of Ghana made use of the resources
available to them. The lifestyle fashioned during these times was highly cyclical and this
was equally reflected in the building and maintenance of dwellings. Farmers and their
families would continuously contribute to the maintenance of their buildings, creating a
cyclical culture towards the built environment.
Today (also known as the present), Ghana has largely adopted international standards,
mainstreaming those standards to become part of the national building culture. Mrs. OfosuAppiah pleaded with summit delegates to explore options that promote locally produced
materials. To expand on this, she used local and international examples of construction
and design that meet the needs of the environment. Changi Airport in Singapore was
one of the examples presented by Ofosu-Appiah, specifically making references to the
mystical waterfall at the centre of the airport. A second local example presented by OfosuAppiah was the Ecobank Building in Accra, which according to her, represents how one
can successfully make use of glass in a tropical environment to meet the requirements of
sustainability.
An alternative dynamic was introduced into the discussion, as Mrs. Ofosu-Appiah
emphasized the need for local materials to be accompanied by good design. The notion of
good materials is null and void if it is not accompanied by good design. The marriage of the
two creates the foundation for sustainable building practices.
Mrs. Ofosu-Appiah presented a concise and informative checklist that can be used to
perpetuate the union of good materials and good design, including but not limited to
distance, amount of energy consumed within the construction etc.
Mrs. Ofosu-Appiah concluded her presentation by urging professionals in the built
environment to look at what nature has already provided for us and incorporate those
resources into construction and design processes. Her submission ended off with an audiovisual representation of what they have planned for the future of the central business
district of Accra. A densification strategy was proposed that would make use of sky
gardens and courts to bring in more natural elements into the built form.

Key Highlights - Good Material and Good Design.
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§§

Ghana has largely adopted international standards, mainstreaming
those standards to become part of the national building culture.

§§

Ecobank Building in Accra: represents how one can successfully make use
of glass in tropical environment to meet the requirements of sustainability.

§§

Good materials is null and void if it is not accompanied by good design and
vice versa. The marriage of the two create the foundation for sustainable
building practices

§§

We need to look at what nature has already provided for us and incorporate
those resources into construction and design processes.
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PANEL DISCUSSION ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL USE: IS THERE AN
APPETITE? IS THERE A MARKET?

Solomon Owusu Amankwaah

Larquaye Nartey

Marigold Adu Abiss

Composition of Panel:
Solomon Owusu Amankwaah - Operations Manager, CEINOG.
Larquaye Nartey -Senior Architect, Incept Architectural Consult
Marigold Adu Abiss - COO, Global Bamboo Products
Akosua Obeng - Partner, Orthnor Orthnor & Associates
The maiden panel discussion of the day brought together a
number of experts well versed on the topic. There were two
fundamental questions presented for this panel; 1. Is there an
appetite for alternative building materials in Ghana? and 2. Is
there a market for alternative building materials in Ghana? There
was a general consensus across the panel as all members agreed
that there is in fact both an appetite and a market for alternative
building materials in Ghana.
Architect Larquaye Nartey, made reference to a current
project she and her team are working on that is attempting
to maintain the green integrity of a site they are constructing
on. By making use of reused and repurposed old construction
material, renovating existing buildings on site and paving with
recycled and recompsosited plastic, the team is decreasing
their environmental footprint. Nartey made a call to summit
attendees and the general public to spread awareness on the
need to maintain and appreciate green building.
Bamboo specialists, Marigold Adu Abiss and Solomon Owusu
Amankwaah, spoke on the importance of making use of the
abundant access to bamboo in building and in our everyday
lives. Adu Abiss mentioned that there is a consistent supply

Akosua Obeng

of bamboo readily available with the development of bamboo
plantations and farms in Ghana. She also made reference to the
use of waste materials in the construction process, such as the
use of waste to make charcoal briquettes. Adu Abiss added an
interesting element to not just the panel discussion but to the
entire summit by flipping the conversation. She argued that we
should not consider these materials to be ‘alternative’ as they
are what is locally available. What is alternative are the materials
that need to be imported from outside of Ghana. Essentially
the materials that we have come to associate with building and
construction in the twenty-first century are in fact alternative,
and the materials that are locally available to us, that we have
neglected, are not alternative.
Akosua Obeng, echoed the statements made by Adu Abiss
by raising our lack of understanding on which materials are
alternative and which are not, as one of the main issues we
are facing. She proposed considering which industries can
be created with the materials locally and naturally available in
Ghana. Obeng expanded on this notion by offering her advice
on how the development of some of these materials can solve
a number of economic issues Ghana is facing such as import
tariffs and the exchange rate of the dollar.
The panel discussion came to a close with one of the key
takeaways of the session being that it is indispensable that
Ghana makes use of local building materials.

Key Highlights - There is a Market and an Appetite for Local Building Materials.
§§

By making use of reused and repurposed old construction material and renovating existing buildings
on site we can decrease our environmental footprint.

§§

We should not consider our local materials to be ‘alternative’ as they are what is locally available

§§

The development of some of these materials can solve a number of economic issues Ghana is facing
such as import tariffs and the exchange rate of the dollar.
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Gallery
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PRESENTATION
CREATION OF SMART SUSTAINABLE CITIES – KEY
CONTRIBUTION WITHIN THE ENERGY SECTOR
PRESENTED BY ING CHRIS ANAGLO

I

ng.Chris Anaglo, Director, Distribution at the Ministry of Energy,
delivered a speech on behalf of the Honourable Minister of Energy. He
reminded summit delegates and attendees that a well implemented
and innovative approach is required to create smart cities in Ghana.

The interdependency and coherence of infrastructure and nature is
crucial for the achievement of greener cities. In other words, nature cannot
continue to be negated and degraded through building and construction
processes. Indeed nature plays a fundamental role in building greener and
more sustainable cities.

ING. Chris Anaglo
Director, Distribution, Ministry of
Energy, Ghana

In promoting green building, the private sector must be held accountable and
responsible for playing their part in the future of sustainability.
He also reiterated that the Ministry is taking the lead in promotion of greener
and cleaner energy solutions in a well-coordinated integrated approach, a
requirement to accelerate our towns and cities into smart ones.
Ing Anaglo announced that the Ministry of Energy is contributing its bit to
the promotion of green buildings by incorporatinggreen technology in the
construction of its new multi-storey state orf the art energy efficient office
building.

The interdependency
and coherence of
infrastructure and
nature is crucial for
the achievement of
greener cities. In
other words, nature
cannot continue to be
neglected and degraded
through building and
construction processes.
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Ing Anaglo concluded by reminding delegates and stakeholders that the
Ministry maintains an open door policy to receive proposals, papers for
possible consideration and implementation.
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Key Highlight
The Ministry is taking the lead in promotion of greener and
cleaner energy solutions in a well-coordinated integrated
approach, a requirement to accelerate our towns and cities
into smart ones.

PRESENTATION
HIGH PERFORMANCE BUILDINGS - PRESENTED BY
CHILUFYA LOMBE
“Green buildings are about data and information.
The more you know, the more you can do.”

C

hilufya Lombe, a Director of Sustainability and Integrated Design
at Solid Green, South Africa, ushered in his presentation with a
remarkable quote by Paul Hawken; “The first rule of sustainability
is to align with natural forces, or at least not try to defy them.”

Chilufya Lombe
Director of Sustainability and
Integrated Design at Solid Green,
South Africa

The first of strategic
interventions that will
promote the efficiency
of African cities. is
an Integrated Design
Process. This consists
of various collaborations
that cross-cuts different
fields, disciplines,
institutions and so forth,
to bring about a multi
and interdisciplinary
approach to design
solutions.

Lombe highlighted energy as an important factor for greener and
more sustainable cities in Africa. The summit attendees were enlightened on
how, as a continent, Africa has leapfrogged in terms of telecommunications, in
our attempt to catch up with the rest of the globe. Lombe reminded delegates
that great damage has been done through construction, however that damage
has not been done by Africans. In Africa’s attempts to catch up to the rest of the
world, certain restrictions have been put into place regarding our progression,
restrictions that were not imposed on other nations.
The obvious question then becomes, how does Africa develop its own energy
efficient cities. The solution proposed by Lombe and his team is to explore new
energy alternatives to power our cities on the continent. There are currently high
energy demands in African cities that need to be met with intense improvements
through new energy sources.
Lombe expressed a number of strategic interventions that will promote the
efficiency of African cities. The first of these interventions is an Integrated Design
Process. This consists of various collaborations that cross-cuts different fields,
disciplines, institutions and so forth, to bring about a multi and interdisciplinary
approach to design solutions. A second proposal is to incorporate Creating
African Solutions. This interventions looks at placing Africa and its people at the
centre of design solutions and taking advantage of the knowledge embedded
on our continent.

Key Highlights
§§

Energy is a fundamental component of greener and more
sustainable cities in Africa.

§§

The solution to some of Africa’s sustainability issues is to explore
new energy alternatives to power our cities on the continent.

§§

Integrated Design Process: collaborations that cross-cut different
fields to provide a multidisciplinary approach to design solutions.

§§

Creating African Solutions: placing Africa and her people at the centre
of design solutions.

§§

We must take advantage of the knowledge embedded on our
continent.
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PRESENTATION
GREEN FINANCE
PRESENTED BY DR. JUBRIL ADEOJO
“The role of finance is to respond to issues that prevail in different markets.”

W

hen thinking about going green and building efficient cities,
the financing behind these processes is an imperative to
consider. Dr. Jubril Adeojo shared with the summit delegates
that the role of finance is to respond to issues that prevail in
different markets. This notion is no different when it comes to
the built environment and the efforts put forward to go green.

Dr. Jubril Adeojo
Senior Financial Expert Of Natural
Eco Capital, Nigeria

From a green finance
perspective, Adeojo
listed a few potential
solutions that would
assist in curbing climate
change and environmental
degradation. The first
of his suggestions is
to invest less in fossil
fuels and invest more in
renewable resources. A
second solution presented
by Adeojo is to provide
financial support for the
mitigation and adaption of
green building.

18

When examining the context of Ghana, Adeojo highlighted a few fundamental
issues relating to the housing market and its attempts to go green. One of the
issues raised was that there is a general lack of long-term capital for developers
which is required for construction and the development phases of green projects.
Adeojo argued that the Ghana housing market requires long term funding for
green building. In the case of the public, one of the main issues highlighted was
the lack of access to long-term capital to make mortgages on the purchasing of
property. The issues listed by Adeojo follow a common thread regarding the need
for availability and access to long term capital from both the stand point of the
developer and of the public.
From a green finance perspective, Adeojo listed a few potential solutions that
would assist in curbing climate change and environmental degradation. The first
of his suggestions is to invest less in fossil fuels and invest more in renewable
resources. A second solution presented by Adeojo is to provide financial support
for the mitigation and adaption of green building.
This support is required from all spheres of society, ranging from the state to
the private and public sectors. Adeojo also noted that climate finance taxonomy
should be offered in various fields such as energy, transport, land and so on. The
general take away from this presentation was that there is an unrelenting and
unavoidable need for funding and investment in green solutions. Institutions
such as investment and development banks along with aid organisations need
to provide funding services for greener cities in Ghana and the rest of the
continent.
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Key Highlights
§§

In Ghana: there is a need for availability and access to long-term
capital from both the stand point of the developer and of the
public.

§§

We need to invest less in fossil fuels and invest more in
renewable resources.

§§

There is a need for financial support required from all spheres of
society, for the mitigation and adaption of green building.

§§

There is an unrelenting and unavoidable need for funding and
investment in green solutions.

PRESENTATION
GREEN FINANCE - PRESENTED BY
RODNEY SAINT ACQUAYE
Rodney Saint Acquaye commenced his presentation by familiarising the
summit delegates with Republic Bank and the various services they provide.
The Bank founded in 1990 as HFC Bank, Ghana’s first mortgage finance
institution, is now a subsidiary of Republic Financial Holdings Limited, Trinidad
and Tobago. Among other things, they provide a comprehensive range of
financial services such as corporate and commercial banking, investment
banking, retail banking and asset management. Once the audience was
provided with a brief understanding of Republic Bank and their place in the
financial market of Ghana and the rest of world, Acquaye then proceeded to
reveal some of the plans and recommendations the institution proposes to
promote green buildings.
Rodney Saint Acquaye
Head Corporate Banking, Republic Bank

Republic Bank has dedicated themselves to supporting green initiatives in
Ghana. Through the bank’s ‘Power To Make a Difference’ initiative, they have
provided support for institutions who implement green building practices in
Guyana, Suriname as well as in Trinidad and Tobago. Acquaye informed the
delegates that the bank is currently in the process of launching a similar
project in the Central Region of Ghana.
The bank has proposed various recommendations that they believe should
be adopted by stakeholders concerned with green building. Below is a list of
some of the recommendations made;

Republic Bank has
dedicated themselves
to supporting green
initiatives in Ghana.
Through the bank’s ‘Power
To Make a Difference’
initiative, they have
already provided support
for institutions who
implement green building
practices in Guyana,
Suriname as well as in
Trinidad and Tobago.

1.

Policy direction which incorporates ‘Green Building Certification.’

2.

Government incentives-tax rebates for developers for buildings that
meet certainminimum ‘green’ conditions under a rating program.

3.

A reward scheme for developers and individuals who employ new
and innovative technologies and strategies, to improve a building’s
performance beyond what is required.

4.

Providing well designed on-site solutions such as compost bins to
reduce waste.

5.

Life cycle assessments which asses a full range of impact associated
with all cradle-to grave stages of a process. This includes, extraction of
raw materials, processing, use, repair and maintenance.

Key Highlights
§§

The bank is looking to replicate its ‘Power To Make a Difference’
initiative which provide support for institutions who
implement green building practices in Ghana

§§

The Bank has also proposed a reward scheme for developers
and individuals who employ new and innovative technologies
and strategies, to improve a building’s performance beyond
what is required.
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PRESENTATION
GREEN BUILDINGS: THE TOOL FOR ACHIEVING 12 OUT OF
THE 17 SDGS - PRESENTED BY FOSTER OSAE-AKONNOR
“We need to encourage everyone to come on board. Its better late than never!”

T

he discourse on the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), was revisited by Ghana Green Building Council CEO, Foster OsaeAkonnor. On 17 August 2011, Ghana became the second country in Africa
to run a Green Building Council. The mission of the council as expressed to
us by its CEO, is to transform the built environment in Ghana through the
way we build, construct and design buildings. One Airport Square was certified to be the
first green building in West Africa, paving the way for industries all over West Africa to
incorporate green building into their construction and design processes.

Foster Osae-Akonnor
CEO Of Ghana Green Building Council

Through the office of the vice presidency, the Ghana Building Code was launched in
December 2018. The aim of this building code was to mainstream 12 out of the 17 SDGs
and to issue out certification of green buildings in Ghana. Osae-Akonnor urged summit
delegates that collaborations are imperative for the success of the SDG programme in
the country. The significance of SDGs specifically on a national level, is that they are
goals and targets that stimulate the success of humanity and the planet in the present
and in the future.
Osae-Akonnor shared some of the goals with the summit delegates and explained how
building green could contribute to achieving them. Below are a selection of the goals he
touched on.

Through the office of
the vice presidency,
the Ghana Building
Code was launched
in December 2018.
The aim of this
building code was to
mainstream 12 out
of the 17 SDGs and to
issue out certification
of green buildings in
Ghana.
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Goal 1:

No Poverty - Green buildings can assist in impeding unemployment by
providing local employment.

Goal 3:

Good Health and Well-being - Paint options that do not contain Volatile
organic compounds are safer for the environment can assist in achieving
good health and well-being for people interacting in buildings.

Goal 4:

Quality Education - Building green schools can help improve examination
scores as well as the general well-being of students and scholars.

Goal 7:

Affordable and Clean Energy: Green building makes use of renewable energy,
creating a cleaner and more affordable environment for inhabitants.

Goal 15: Life on Land - Green building has the potential to improve biodiversity, save
resources and help in protecting forests.
Goal 17: Partnerships for the Goals - Through green building the Ghanaian population
can come together and integrate.

Key Highlights
§§

Mission of the Ghana Green Building Council: to transform
the built environment in Ghana through the way we build,
construct and design buildings.

§§

Aim of the Ghana Green Building Code: to mainstream 12 out
of the 17 SDGs and to issue out certification of green buildings
in Ghana
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PRESENTATION

SDGS WITHIN GHANA’S DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT
PRESENTED BY DR. FELIX ADDO-YOBO

D

r. Felix Addo-Yobo, the Acting Director of the Development Policy Division of
the National Development Planning Commission (NDPC), made a presentation
on the current Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s) and their relevance and
implementation in Ghana. Addo-Yobo began his presentation by reiterating the
need for a summit such as the Green Building Summit in Ghana.

Dr. Addo-Yobo put his presentation in context be recalling how in 2016, The United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) established 17 goals to end poverty, protect the planet and
ensure that people live in peace and prosperity by 2030. These 17 goals range from issues
such as; ending hunger, to quality education, to clean water and sanitation. According to AddoYobo, these 17 goals cut across critical development issues that face all parts of the world
from developing to developed countries. The UNDP has identified three pillars of sustainable
development which encompass all 17 goals, and those pillars are; environmental, economic and
social.

Dr. Felix Addo-Yobo

Acting Director, Development
Policy Division of the National Development
Planning Commission (NDPC).

The SDGs were
established with
all member states
involved in the
process, with
Ghana and the rest
of the developing
world equally in the
conception of these
goals. For Ghana
the SDGs provide
a framework for a
common development
agenda.

The SDGs were established with all member states involved in the process, with Ghana and
the rest of the developing world equally in the conception of these goals. For Ghana the SDGs
provide a framework for a common development agenda. He reminded the delegates that the
goals were created as an intricate 15 year programme and cannot be applied as a simple quick
fix to the development issues in Ghana. All levels of government and society are involved in the
process of achieving these goals in Ghana.
The endeavour is a multi-stake holder approach, with various committees required for its
success. This includes representatives from government, civil society as well as academia. Dr.
Addo-Yobo expressed to the delegates that SDGs have been integrated into the National Plan
of the Presidency, making it not simply a project or a plan running parallel to government plans.
The SDGs have been mainstreamed into the development plans of the national government.
Dr. Addo-Yobo concluded his address by imploring civil society to make the effort to participate
and the private sector to be actively involved in the process of implementation.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS
§§

Green building is not exclusively a professional endeavour for
stakeholders in the built environment.

§§

3 pillars of sustainable development which encompass all 17 goals;
environmental, economic and social.

§§

SDGS adopt more inter and intra-sectoral collaborations across
fields and disciplines to ensure that everyone enjoys the benefits of
development.

§§

All levels of government and society are involved in the process of
achieving these goals in Ghana.

§§

Great responsibility lies in the private sector to be actively involved in
the implementation of these goals.
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PANEL DISCUSSION CREATION OF SUSTAINABLE SMART
CITIES - THE CASE OF ACCRA

Sammy Amegeyibor

Emmanuel Obeng

Massud Fuseini

Composition of Panel:

Sammy Amegeyibor - Executive Secretary, GREDA
Massud Fuseini - Research Scientist, CSIR
Emmanuel Obeng - Civil Engineer, Ghana Standards Authority
Enoch Yeboah Agyepong - Sustainability Expert

T

he second and final panel of the day focused on exploring
what exactly a sustainable and smart city looks like, and
how we can incorporate that into the future of Accra. For
Sammy Amegeyibor, a sustainable smart city is a city that
is built to be environmentally friendly while positively
communicating with its inhabitants.
When smart cities come to mind, it is important to reflect on the role
of research in developing solutions and interventions that make smart
sustainable cities possible. Massud Fuseini, a research scientist, shared
with the summit attendees the importance of using locally available
materials in creating smarter and more sustainable cities. Pozzolana
cement can be used by builders to cut at least 30% of costs to build
a house, creating an industry that is both environmentally responsible
and affordable. Mr.Fuseini also made mention of materials such as
bamboo as the centre of research on more efficient building materials.
Ghana experiences unique challenges that negatively impact the
sustainability and well being of our cities. Issues such as rubbish and
noise pollution are highly evident in cities such as Accra.
Civil engineer, Emmanuel Obeng, shared with the summit attendees
various regulations that are put in place to help curb some of these
unique issues.
The Ghana Standards Authority according to Obeng, was developed to
adopt specific standards that should be followed by professionals in
the built environment as well as the public. These standards are put in
place to assist people in being environmentally and socially responsible
when it comes to building, construction and the maintenance of the
built environment.

Enoch Yeboah Agyepong

A unique issue and threat to the well-being of people living in cities in the
country is the issue of declining health. For sustainability expert, Enoch
Yeboah Agyepong, before we consider how to solve the collective health
issues caused by poor building activity, it is imperative that individuals first
examine their own actions, and whether those actions are contributing
positively or negatively to the sustainable future of our cities.
He questions how many of us are correcting our own activities and the
activities of those around us. Yeboah Agyepong also brought to light the
importance of good leadership, clarity of vision, budgeting when it comes
to sustainable cities. Green building is paramount, however on its own, it is
not effective in creating smart sustainable cities. A union between green
building, leadership, people-centred approach, budget, and so on, must be
implemented to achieve smart sustainable cities.
All panelists reached a general consensus that development of smart
sustainable cities is the collective responsibility of all stake-holders
involved, and efforts need to be made from all areas of government, the
private sector and the public. Though this is a multi-stakeholder endeavour,
it is the government’s responsibility to take lead in the policy formulation
and implementation of these processes. It is also the responsibility of all
stake-holders to collaborate and implement the policies presented by
government. implemented to achieve smart sustainable cities.

Key Highlights
§§

A sustainable smart city is a city that is built to be
environmentally friendly while positively communicating
with its inhabitants.

§§

A union between green building, leadership, peoplecentred approach, budget, and so on, must be
implemented to achieve smart sustainable cities.

§§

Innovation is paramount to the process of achieving smart
sustainable cities.
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Fredrick Akins, Sales Manager MTN Business, making a presentation on MTN TurboNet
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

POLICY
1.

Adoption of green building practices though requiring a multi-stakeholder
approach, places a greater responsibility of government to take lead in policy
formulation and implementation of these processes

2.

In light of government taking the lead, the Minister of Works and Housing
pledged to support adoption of green built methods by offering land and
funding to green developments that source materials locally.

3.

The Ghana Building Code and other standards developed by the Ghana
Standards Authority should be adhered to by built professionals, a precondition
for certifying buildings green.

ALTERNATIVE MATERIAL USE
There is a need for a mind shift in viewing the materials that are readily available in
Ghana like bamboo etc, as alternative materials but to rather see them as primary
source of built materials. What rather is alternative is the materials imported from
outside national and continental bodies.
FINANCE
Banks and finance organizations are creating initiatives to fund and support green
building projects. An example is the “Power to make a difference” initiative by
Republic Bank, soon to be launched in Ghana.
SUSTAINABLE CITIES
Creating sustainable cities is a multi-stakeholder approach that requires the
interaction, engagement, collaboration of key players such as the government, the
private sector and public to participate.
CERTIFICATION
There is availability of software and Apps that can guide developers and builders to
assess viability of a green building project at the early design stage to reduce energy
and water consumption by calculating upfront costs and potential operational
savings. The IFC EDGE Program is one of such which enables a minimum 20%
resource efficiency, a pre-condition to receive green certification.
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PARTNERS AND SPONSORS

PARTNERS

SUPPORTED BY

DONORS
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APPRECIATION

MAJOR PARTNER - IFC EDGE PROGRAMME
Dennis Papa Odenyi Quansah – Program Lead, IFC EDGE, Ghana
Jane Henley - Global Operations Manager – Green Building Program, IFC
Marian Ewurama Wiredu – Program Assistant –IFC
MINISTRIES AND AGENCIES
Hon. Samuel Atta Akyea – Minister of Works and Housing, Ghana
Hon. Dr Mohammed Amin Adam – Deputy Minister of Energy, Ghana
Ing. Chris Anaglo – Director, Distribution, Ministry of Energy,, Ghana
Zakari Musah –PR - Ministry of Works and Housing, Ghana
SPEAKERS & PANELLISTS
Dr. Felix Addo Yobo – Ag. Director, Development-Policy Division of NDPC
Rodney Saint Acquaye – Head, Corporate Banking- Republic Bank
Dr Jubril Adeojo – Global Climate Finance and Impact Specialist
Foster Osae-Akonnor – CEO, Ghana Green Building Council
Agnes Ofosu –Appiah –Principal Partner/COO –Archxenus
Benjamin Van der Auwera – Regional Business Mgr –Environment, Health &
Safety Division-SGS
Chilufya Lombe – Director of Sustainability & Integrated Design – Solid Green,
South Africa
Fredrick Akins, Sales Manager MTN Business
Solomon Owusu Amankwaah - Operations Manager, CEINOG.
Laquaye Nartey - Senior Architect, Incept Architectural Consult
Nelson Boateng – Director, Nelplast Ghana
Marigold Adu Abiss – Executive Director, Global Bamboo Products
Akosua Obeng - Partner, Orthner Orthner & Associates
Sammy Amegeyibor - Executive Secretary, GREDA
Massud Fuseini - Research Scientist, CSIR -STEPRI
Emmanuel Obeng - Civil Engineer, Ghana Standards Authority
Enoch Yeboah Agyepong - Sustainability Expert
PARTNER - ORGANIZATIONS
United Nations University-Institute for Natural Resources Africa
(UNU-INRA)
Dr. Fatima Denton – Director
Benjamin Turkson – Finance and Administrative Manager
Association of Ghana Industries (AGI), Construction Sector & CIDF-GH
Rockson Dogbegah – President
Kenneth Donkor-Hyiaman – Executive Secretary
Multimedia Group Limited (Joy FM & Joy News)
Emma Morrison - Group Head, Business Programming
Ken Ansah - CFO
Alex Neizer – Head Of Sales, Joy Cluster & Digital Media
Republic Bank
Farid Antar- Managing Director
Genevieve Aboney – Manager, Marketing and Corporate Relations
Frank Oppong Yeboah - Manager, Mortgage Business
Climate Innovation Enterprise Network of Ghana (CIENOG)
Kobina Nyanteh – President and CEO
Cindy Chirayire – Administrative Executive
SUPPORT PARTNERS –ADVERTISERS AND EXHIBITORS
First National Bank
Delali Dzidzienyo – Head, Marketing and Corporate Affairs
Emerald Properties Limited
Harry Quartey – CEO
Saka Homes

Ebenezer Kwadwo Saka Addo-Mensah –CEO,
Incept Architectural Consult
Cecil Abbey – CEO,
GHL Bank
Kojo Addo- Kufuor – Executive Director
Kwamena Budu – Head, Corporate Communication and Brand Management
Sylvia Adobea Adadey - Developer Relations & CSR Manager
Edward Nyarko – Head, Special Projects
MTN
Andrew Dawson-Andoh - Customer Experience Coordinator, Enterprise Business
Vera Koomson – Controller, EB Customer Experience
Waterstone Realty
Fuseni Wumbei - Chairman
BUSAC Fund
Nicolas Negara – Fund Manager
John Asante – Grants Officer
Danish Embassy
Linda Kafui Abbah-Foli - Commercial Advisor, Trade Council, Sub Saharan Africa
Emannuel Antwi Akoto - Commercial Advisor
MEDIA DONORS
Nicholas Quarmyne – Sales Manager, B&FT Newspaper
Eric Vlidzo – Sales Manager, GhanaWeb
Janet Quinoo – Reporter, GTV
Kelvin Nyame – CEO, Meqasa
Nathan Kwabena Anokye Adisi (Bola Ray) CEO, EIB
Alex Mensah, Managing Editor, Starr FM
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
Ghana Institute of Architects (GIA) – Ing Kwabena Agyei Agyepong- Executive
Director
Ghana Institute of Engineers (GhIE) – Arch Richard Adadey – President
CONTRIBUTORS
Nana Yaa Afriyie Ofori-Koree – Sustainability Professional
Edem Goh – Government Relations Specialists, Vodafone
John Tetteh- CEO, Jesihan Ventures
Anthony Safo- Ghana Country Manager, Kenya Airways
Dr. Hilda Boye – President, Mandela Washington Fellow, Ghana
Nancy Kporku – Mandela Washington Fellow
Ama Duncan – Mandela Washington Fellow
Songo Didiza – Founder, Green Building Design Group, South Africa
Dr. Adolph Acquaye – Snr Lecturer (Associate Professor) in Sustainability, Kent
University, UK
Dr. Eugene Itua – CEO, Natural Eco Capital, Nigeria
Lexy Boahene –Director LX HR Solutions
SUMMIT MC AND MODERATORS
Elvin Larkai Nunoo – MD, Waterstone Realty
Esinam Tagboto – CEO Cornerstone Executive Homes
SUMMIT TEAM
Ama Ofeibea Amponsah – Program Director
Marigold Adu Abiss – Stakeholder Relations
Victor Borlson Borlu – Graphic Design and Creative Lead
Abena Manso Howard – Program Coordinator
Nangamso Gumbe – Student Volunteer & Event Rapporteur
Albert Acheampong – Web Designer
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CONTACT
info@ghanagreenbuildingsummit.com
www.ghanagreenbuildingsummit.com
For any further enquiries, contact
Cyril Nii Ayitey Tetteh
Summit Founder & Executive Director
Yecham Property Consult
cyril@yechampropertyconsult.com
Naa Okailey Okai
Associate Marketing Executive
Yecham Property Consult
info@yechampropertyconsult.com

